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Four instruments to study the high-z Universe
NIRCam

NIRSpec

MIRI

NIRISS

includes some coordinated plans to make the most of GTO

Deep Field Surveys

Imaging and MOS in CANDELS/GOODS
NIRCam + NIRSpec
GT Teams (PI M. Rieke; P. Ferruit)
WFC3
WFC3
ACS

ACS

exploits NIRCam/NIRSpec and NIRCam/MIRI parallels
GOODS-S

Two-tier survey (medium + deep)
UDS

Scientific objective:
study formation and evolution of galaxies at z~2-12
WFC3 - 5 Orbits
WFC3 - 2 Orbits
WFC3 - ERSII

Each tier includes imaging w/ 9(+) NIRCam bands +
spectroscopy at 0.7-5.2 microns

GOODS-N

WFC3
ACS

WFC3 - 5 Orbits
WFC3 - 2 Orbits

Imaging and MOS in CANDELS/GOODS
NIRCam + NIRSpec GT Teams

Medium survey:
190 sq. arcmin in each field
28.8 (10σ; AB)

Deep survey:
46 sq. arcmin in each field
29.8 (10σ; AB)

MIRI parallels over ~ 14 sq. arcmin
w/ 26.7 (AB) in F770W over 8 sq. arcmin

NIRSpec parallels for 2 pointings
x 200 ks integration each (R=100 & 1000)

NIRSpec parallels for ~ 5000 targets
x 13-43 ks integration each (R=100 & 1000)

focus on z>6 targets

GOODS-N Medium: 60 h
GOODS-S Medium: 121 h
GOODS-S (UDF) Deep: 244 h
TOTAL: 425 h

NIRCam
fundamental to
probe sources of
reionisation

NIRCam and NIRSpec GTO programme in GOODS-S

NIRISS

Courtesy of
NIRCam GT Team

Wide-area MOS in CANDELS
NIRSpec GT Team (PI P. Ferruit)

NIRSpec MOS over 270 sq. arcmin. (35 pointings)
R=100 and R=2700

includes ~ 50 sources with continuum mag(3 μm)<24 (ΑΒ)
and ~ 250 Hα emitters w/ f > 10–17 erg s-1cm-2 per pointing

Scientific objectives:
determine SFR, metallicities, etc., mainly for z>4 galaxies

explores new regime for spectroscopy
currently unaccessible with any telescope

Total time
~ 106 h

MIRI shallow multi-band survey in GOODS-S
MIRI US GT Team (PI G. Rieke)

Flux Density (microJy)

Flux Density S24 µm (microJy)

A Generalized Power-Law Diagnostic for Infrared
Galaxies at
z > 1 in IR SED
Power-law
excess
30 sq. arcmin centred on HUDF
uses all MIRI imaging
bands
1000

Scientific objectives:
Detailed SED modelling to unveil AGN
ULIRGs
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Fig. 1.— Flux densities Sν (24 µm) vs. spectroscopic redshifts
zspec for the 174 galaxies in the 24 µm sample with zspec > 1.
The dashed line, which divides the LIRG and ULIRG regimes,
has been computed by considering the Bavouzet et al. (2008)
monochromatic-to-total IR luminosity conversion, re-calibrated for
galaxies with νL8ν µm > 1010 L! (see Caputi et al. 2007). The kcorrection factors are based on a mixture of IR star-forming galaxy
templates (Lagache et al. 2004) and empirical IR spectra.

colour distributions of the current spectroscopic sample
and the overall GOODS-S 24 µm sample with z > 1,
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Fig. 2.— Illustration of the technique applied here to identify
Caputi
(2013)
galaxies with a significant SED power-law
component.
A powerlaw (dashed line) is subtracted from the original photometry of a
galaxy (open circles), producing a new photometric dataset (filled
circles). Stellar templates are then fitted to the original and powerseephotometry
also Alonso-Herrero
al.red
(2006)
law subtracted
(thin black and et
thick
lines, respectively). For each galaxy, 31 power-law subtractions with different
combinations of α = 1.3, 2.0 and 3.0, and b = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0,
have been tested. In the example shown here, it can be seen that
a power-law subtraction improves the overall SED fitting, particularly allowing for a better agreement with the datapoints in the
IRAC bands.

eter, and applied the corresponding aperture corrections.
Within the catalogue of IRAC-selected sources with
multi-wavelength photometry, I identified all the 174
24 µm galaxies with spectroscopic redshifts zspec > 1.
The SED fitting analysis explained in next section is

MIRI Ultra-deep imaging in XDF
MIRI EU GT Team (PI G. Wright)

UDF cov

single MIRI pointing w/ 5.6 μm filter
60 h to reach 28.5 AB (5σ)
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‘ALMA deep’
ALMA obse

ALMA
deep

‘MUSE deep
MUSE obse

Scientific objectives:

‘ALMA’: co
of ALMA larg

MUSE deep

Probe low-mass end of GSMF at z~3-7
Constrain GSMF at z~8-10
Probe prominent Hα emitters at z~7.5
and [OIII]+Hβ emitters at z~10
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catalog from
Bouwens et al. 15

4<z<5
5<z<6
6<z<7
7<z<8
z>8

Will have deep NIRCam and NIRISS parallels
Courtesy of F. Walter

MIRI crucial to probe λ > 4000 Angstrom at z~10+

Galaxy Clusters

Time breakdown by prime instrument: NIRISS 137 hrs, NIRCam 44 hrs, NI
Abstract

CANUCS is a JWST slitless spectroscopy and imaging survey of five massiv
and ten parallel fields using the NIRISS low-resolution grisms, NIRCam imagi
multi-object spectroscopy. The primary goal is understanding the evolut
galaxies across cosmic time. The resolved emission line maps and line ratios fo
some at resolution of 100pc, will enable determining the spatial distribution o
dust and metals. Other science goals include the detection and characteriz
within the reionization epoch, using multiply-imaged lensed galaxies to const
distributions and dark matter substructure, and understanding star-formatio
the most massive galaxy clusters.

Canadian NIRISS Unbiased Cluster Survey (CANUCS)
NIRISS GT Team (PI R. Doyon)
targets 5 lensing galaxy clusters
at 0.35<z<0.55

Scientific objectives:

CANUCS Target List
Cluster
Abell 370
M0416.1-2403
M0417.5-1154
M1149.6+2223
M1423.8+2404

RA

DEC

02:39:52.8 -01:34:36
04:16:09.4 -24:04:04
04:17:34.7 -11:54:32
11:49:35.9 +22:23:55
14:23:47.8 +24:04:40

Redshift
0.375
0.395
0.443
0.543
0.545

obtain emission line and line ratio maps
for cluster members (spatial distribution of
SFR, dust and metals)
Characterise lensed sources of reionisation
Fine-tune lensing models
Mainly NIRISS + minor NIRCam &
NIRSpec components
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Total time 199 h

Survey

JWST V

HFF
24 Jul-16 S
HFF
12 Aug-09 N
RELICS 17 Aug-20 O
HFF
19 Apr-15 J
CLASH 13 May-24 J

Massive Galaxy Clusters
PIs R. Windhorst; M. Stiavelli
NIRCam imaging of 7 lensing
galaxy clusters

MACS0416,
MACS1149,
Abell-2744, El Gordo,
PLCK-G165.7+67,
CLG-J1212+2733, and
GAMA-100033

Scientific objectives:
discover the most distant background
galaxies
Study time-variable objects

Mainly NIRCam + minor NIRISS component
ESO/SOAR/NASA

Spectroscopy of Individual Targets

High-z Quasars
Multiple programmes to target high-z quasars
NIRSpec Galaxy Assembly IFS survey

includes 15 AGN at z=1.5-4.7 and luminous QSOs

NIRSpec Team

+ NIRSpec fixed slit w/R=2700 for four QSOs at z>6.7

NIRCam + NIRSpec IFU of z>5
quasar hosts

MIRI US GT Team

MIRI MRS programme for high-z (z>6.7)

MIRI EU GT Team

includes a few luminous QSOs

NIRCam slitless spectroscopy and imaging
of six luminous quasars at z>6
NIRCam + NIRSpec IFU of multiply
lensed quasars

PI S. Lilly
PI M. Stiavelli

SDSSJ1206-4332, WFI 2033-4723, HE 0435-1223, PG 1115+080

NIRSpec IFU of six luminous quasars
at z~6 and AGN at z=7.51

PI R. Windhorst

Normal Galaxies at High z

MIRI MRS programme for a few bright
Lyα emitters at z=7-9 (goal: detect Hα)
MIRI MRS programme for a few
luminous sub-mm galaxies at z=4-6

NIRSpec IFS programme 28 bright and
extended LBGs at z=2-6, and z>6 LAE
including five at z=6.6-8.68
NIRSpec IFS programme for a few
luminous sub-mm galaxies at z=4-6

MIRI EU GT Team

NIRSpec Team

Summary
❖ Deep blank fields make a significant part of JWST GTO high-z programmes
✓ study of galaxy evolution down to satellites galaxies
✓ unveil sources of reionisation
✓ serendipitous discoveries

❖ Cluster Fields
✓ galaxy evolution and dynamics in unique environment
✓ take advantage of lensing to reach faintest limits

❖ Pre-selected targets
✓ understand the nature of the most puzzling sources known to date

